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The Album Epoca brand is owned by PhotoSì S.p.A., a professional photographic lab 
that has been operating since 1973. 
We’ve brought new solutions to professional photographers worldwide, underscored 
by our desire to stay connected every day with our most important audience: you. 



Excellence: a value we share with you.

We have a lot in common: specifically, the desire to offer customers the very best. 
Like you, we put a lot of energy, care, attention and creativity into achieving this. 
In 2001, we invented and patented an album with continuous page binding. 
At the same time, we developed page layout software that offers maximum flexibility. 
Since then, our investment in research and development has increased annually in an effort 
to find new solutions for professionals like you. From graphic design to customer service… 
from marketing choices to craftsmanship and attention to detail… we’ve worked hard to 
achieve the levels of quality and innovation that have made Album Epoca famous worldwide. 
Unsurprisingly, over 15,000 professional photographers have connected with our desire for 
excellence; every day, more than 150 people turn the dream of creating unique products to 
celebrate extraordinary moments into a reality by ordering albums from us.
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Click, choose, order: Album Epoca makes it so easy. Ordering on the web means you save time 
and can always follow the album production process. You can send orders to the lab using one of the 
three easy options a, b or c shown in the diagram. 
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We always answer. In any language.

We know how important it is to be there 
when you need us, even just to answer a 
question or give some advice. That’s why 
our employees speak many languages 
fluently. Our expert multilingual personnel 
are just one aspect of our excellent 
customer service. We also deliver to every 
corner of the globe. 
 

A website dedicated to you and 
your business.

With albumepoca.com you can 
choose the product you want, send 
orders, track production and receive 
promotional offers, discounts and 
product specifications in real time.
You’ll also be able to access 
technical support directly online. 

A savvy marketing partner.

Album Epoca helps you develop your business 
successfully by offering key marketing tools.
We provide Sample Studio Albums 
featuring your photos to show to the bride 
and groom so they can see the Album Epoca 
concept and the quality we provide.
We also supply mini-books with images of 
Album Epoca covers so they can choose the 
cover they prefer.

We give you the same care we give our products.

Satisfaction or your money back.

For us, quality is an absolute. That’s why 
every Album Epoca is built to last. We 
offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee on 
everything we make.
If our work does not match your order, 
we’ll redo it completely at no extra cost. 

So perfect you’ll want to 
put your name on it.

Every Album Epoca reflects the 
creativity of the photographer 
who took the photos and the 
person who did the layout. 
For this reason, we’ve designed 
a personalized plaque that can 
carry both your name and ours. 



Techniques designed to make  
sure your photos last.

Our goal is to make sure your photos 
remain unaltered over time. For 
example, photo scoring is performed 
using unique systems and tools created 
and developed by Album Epoca. 
This special process puts the perfect 
amount of pressure on the photo 
without damaging the protective film or 
expelling the emulsion. The result? No 
unpleasant ‘pinking effect’ on the fold 
of the page.  

The final touch? 
Photo retouching.

An exclusive service we offer is 
photo retouching, designed to 
eliminate details such as skin 
blemishes or other  
defects. We also focus on 
strong color dominants (with 
selection feature)  
and contrast masking  
to highlight sections of  
the photo.  

We aim for perfection 
from every point of view. Especially 
yours.

We perform color correction  
on every single photo, balancing light 
and contrast to obtain chromatically 
perfect images. Complexions and 
shadows are then meticulously 
corrected manually to the highest 
standard.

Your Album Epoca.

Before

Before

After

After

Our job is to help you perfect yours. 
It’s a process that always takes into account 
your indications, suggestions and personal taste. 



The latest technology married  
to meticulous craftsmanship.

The best results? We achieve them by 
combining the latest technology with the 
craftsman quality that only the hand of man 
can guarantee. That is why every Album 
Epoca is handmade, with particular care 
and attention dedicated to every detail. 

Prefer a lighter page? 
We’re flexible. 

To give you even more choice, we 
offer in the EventBook range a new 
technology that provides a flexible 
page binding. This technology bonds 
just the photographic paper alone, 
without the insertion of interleaving 
tissue paper between the sheets. The 
result is a lighter effect without page 
warping.  

The best photographic and  
digital printing solutions.

The search for excellence necessarily  
focuses on the use of and search for  
the best printing support materials. 
For this reason, we offer only the best photographic 
and digital printing solutions.

Photographic printing:
• Matte
• Metallic 
Digital printing: 
• Matte-coated 
• Matte-coated with UV varnish
• HD Photo paper (only on EventBook)

Perfection? It lies in our attention to detail.

We guarantee strength  
and durability.

Another system invented by Album 
Epoca is heat binding, a special 
assembly method carried out 
manually by inserting interleaving 
tissue paper between sheets that 
are then put in an oven. By not 
using  vinyl glues, the result is a 
sturdy page without the unpleasant 
‘wave’ effect. Heat binding 
produces a book that is not only 
more appealing to touch and look 
at, but longer lasting, too. 

Our search for perfection is never-ending. Not to boast, but a  reminder of our technological leadership. 
In 2001, our passion for product perfection led us to invent and patent a continuous page binding system 
that removes the bothersome interruption normally found between the right and left-hand pages. 
This technology has since become a global standard. 



A cover paints a picture worth more than a thousand words.

Composition cover
 

The combination of three parts
- front, spine and back - created using
the same or different materials.
 
‘Composition only on the frontcover’.
Spine and back in the same 
material. 

‘Composition only on the back cover’.
Spine and front in the same material. 

Continuous cover 
Created in a single combination
of materials to give a more
balanced effect and uninterrupted
impact.

Album Epoca offers endless possibilities 
to suit the tastes of those who will own it 
forever - down to the smallest details.



‘Corners’ print

A different way to frame 
the cover, offering a classic 
touch. 

‘Greek fret’ print  

A geometric finish that frames 
the cover, affording it refined 
elegance. 

‘Seal’ print 

Almost like a coat of arms,  
a distinctive sign of taste and 
style. 

Because first impressions count.
Dry debossing makes it possible to print a unique decoration on the cover leather that will last forever. 
Just like the emotions reflected in the unique album. 



The details that make an album great.

Gold, silver or steel-grey gilding

To enhance and highlight its elegance, the album pages 
are embellished with gold, silver or steel-grey gilding on 
the edges.

Cover photograph 
Typical of most magazines, 
the ‘stars’ belong on the cover. 
Album Epoca offers various 
options for the cover photograph: 
•  laminated
•  laminated onto Plexiglas®

•  laminated onto Plexiglas®  

 with steel frame. 

What makes an album great has nothing to do with its size. On the contrary, it has to do with the little 
touches and attention to detail. So that it reflects who owns it, from every point of view.



Initially? Personalization. 
Like any self-respecting fashion accessory, Album Epoca also carries a ‘label’, 
bearing the names or initials of its proud owners forever. 

Metal initials
Simpler yet just as effective, metal initials give 
a very particular imprint; an option available for 
numerous cover models. Font: Amazone

Engraved metal band 
The full names of the bride and groom can be 
laser engraved on the metal band.
Font: Amazone

Debossing
The names of the couple and eventually the date of 
the event are hot debossed on the leather cover.
Font: Times

Engraved names on metal plaque
The names of the couple and eventually the date of the event are 
engraved on the square metal plaque embedded on the cover.
Font: Futura

Engraved names
The names of the couple and eventually the date of 
the event are engraved on the cover.
Font: Futura

Engraved names on metal bar
The names of the couple and eventually the date of the 
event are engraved on the bar embedded on the cover.
Font: Futura



WeddingAlbum 

FamilyAlbum

With an Album Epoca - a wedding album  
with continuous page binding available in various 
formats and different sizes.  
Printed on either ‘matte’ or ‘metallic’ photographic 
paper, each album also comes with a satin ribbon 
bookmark. 

The FamilyAlbum, for parents and relatives of the bride 
and groom, printed on matte photographic paper and 
available with traditional continuous page heat binding  
or flexible page binding. 

Our Wedding Concept
Each single Album Epoca model is available in all versions  
as a Wedding Concept: coordinated design and style for all the 
attendees of an unforgettable event.



BestFriendsBook 

FriendsBook

MiniBook

The Best Friends Book - a photo book  
for the best man, bridesmaids and in general, 
all those who deserve a special souvenir. It is 
printed on gloss paper and bound with a hard 
laminated cover. 

The Friends Book - a photo book  
for guests and friends. It is printed on gloss 
paper, bound in paperback and offers a 
personalized, soft laminated cover. The 
Friends Book is available in various formats.

The MiniBook - an endearing 
mini photobook that is perfect for 
narrating the wedding using the most 
amusing, unofficial shots.
Printed on gloss paper, it is bound in 
paperback with a personalized soft 
laminated cover and can be ordered in 
lots of 15 pieces. It can even be used as 
a post-event favor. 



A beautiful guardian of your 
most precious memories. 

WeddingBoxis an exclusive case 
that can be entirely personalized 
and completes the coordinated 
image of the Album Epoca 
wedding concept.
Its beautiful graphic design and 
the space dedicated to photos 
also give to the packaging a 
particular photographic style. 
The hard outer case is covered 
with a special fi ne-textured silky 
fabric and the stiff cardboard 
internal area is tied with a ribbon. 
It is also available the WeddingBox 
version with the simple 
customization made by 
personalised plaque. 
As an alternative, it is possible 
to choose the more traditional 
case bag, in ecoleather version, 
vailable in black, white or dark 
brown matched with the cover 
model.  

WeddingBox and Cases 

The names of the couple and 
eventually the date of the event 

are engraved on the square 
metal plaque embedded on 
the wedding cover. With the 
possibility to customize the 

photographer name.

Font: Futura





Wedding Cover Collection

Pure
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Malaga  Pure  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather, 
squared photo and white graphic pass-partout, 
debossed names optional. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather.
White page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

5:2

Malaga 1 Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Malaga 3 White Ice
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Malaga 5 Dark Brown
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Malaga 13 Warm Gray
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Malaga 11 White 
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Malaga 7 Beige
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Malaga 9 Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Malaga 2 Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 4 White Ice
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 6 Dark Brown
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 14 Warm Gray
Ecoleather napa 
appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 12 White 
Ecoleather napa 
appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 8 Beige
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 10 Black
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 17 Pink
Ecoleather napa appearance

Malaga 19 Green Sage 
Ecoleather napa appearance

Malaga 15 Tek Wood
Ecoleather napa appearance

Malaga 27 Black
Print full grain ecoleather

Malaga 21 Dark Brown
Ecoleather napa appearance

Malaga 23 Black
Ecoleather napa appearance

Malaga 25 Brown
Print full grain ecoleather

Malaga 18 Pink
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 20 Green Sage 
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 16 Tek Wood
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 28 Black
Print full grain ecoleather, 
debossed names

Malaga 22 Dark Brown
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 24 Black
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Malaga 26 Brown
Print full grain ecoleather, 
debossed names



Alicante  Pure  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather, 
engraved names on squared plaque. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather.
White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Alicante 1
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance

Alicante 2
White Ice
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance

Alicante 9
Pink
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Alicante 10
Green Sage 
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Alicante 3
Dark Brown
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance

Alicante 7
Warm Gray
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Alicante 8
Tek Wood
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Alicante 14
Black
Print full grain
ecoleather

Alicante 6
White 
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Alicante 4
Beige
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance

Alicante 5
Black
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance

Alicante 11
Dark Brown
Ecoleather napa
appearance

Alicante 12
Black
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Alicante 13
Brown
Print full grain
ecoleather

Plaque
Engraved names 
on plaque,
burnished steel 
appearance,
constant for all 
the different 
matched 
materials



Bilbao  Pure  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather, 
engraved names on rectangular plaque.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather.
White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2
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Bilbao 1
Ivory
Ecoleather, 
opaque open pore 
appearance

Bilbao 2
White Ice
Ecoleather, 
opaque open pore 
appearance

Bilbao 3
Dark Brown
Ecoleather, 
opaque open pore 
appearance

Bilbao 7
Warm Gray
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Bilbao 8
Tek Wood
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Bilbao 14
Black
Print full grain 
ecoleather

Bilbao 6
White 
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Bilbao 4
Beige
Ecoleather, 
opaque open pore 
appearance

Bilbao 5
Black
Ecoleather,
opaque open
pore appearance

Bilbao 11
Dark Brown
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Bilbao 12
Black
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Bilbao 13
Brown
Print full grain 
ecoleather

Bilbao 9
Pink
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Bilbao 10
Green Sage 
Ecoleather napa appe-
arance

Plaque
Engraved names 
on plaque,
burnished steel 
appearance,
constant for all the 
different matched 
materials



Toledo  Pure  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather, 
debossed names optional. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather, 
white page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Toledo 1 Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Toledo 3 White Ice
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Toledo 17 Pink
Ecoleather napa appearance

Toledo 19 Green Sage 
Ecoleather napa appearance

Toledo 5 Dark Brown
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Toledo 13 Warm Gray
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Toledo 15 Tek Wood
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Toledo 27 Black
Print full grain ecoleather

Toledo 11 White 
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Toledo 7 Beige
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Toledo 9 Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Toledo 21 Dark Brown
Ecoleather napa 
appearance

Toledo 23 Black
Ecoleather napa appearance

Toledo 25 Brown
Print full grain ecoleather

Toledo 2 Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 4 White Ice
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 6 Dark Brown
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 14 Warm Gray
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 12 White 
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 8 Beige
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 10 Black
Ecoleather, opaque 
open pore appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 18 Pink
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 20 Green Sage 
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 16 Tek Wood
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 28 Black
Print full grain ecoleather, 
debossed names

Toledo 22 Dark Brown
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 24 Black
Ecoleather napa appearance, 
debossed names

Toledo 26 Brown
Print full grain ecoleather, 
debossed names



Cordoba  Pure  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous plain cover, grain 
leather appearance, optional debossed names 
classic or silver color. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather. 
White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Cordoba 1
White
Print grain leather

Cordoba 7
Dark Brown
Print grain leather

Cordoba 9
Black
Print grain leather

Cordoba 3
Warm Grey
Print grain leather

Cordoba 5
Light Brown
Print grain leather

Cordoba 2
White
Print grain leather, 
debossed names

Cordoba 8
Dark Brown
Print grain leather,
debossed names

Cordoba 10
Black
Print grain leather,
debossed names

Cordoba 4
Warm Grey
Print grain leather, 
debossed names

Cordoba 6
Light Brown
Print grain leather,
debossed names



Wedding Cover Collection

Next 
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Chicago  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer 
material front cover, plain matt black appearance, 
spine and back in ecoleather or high-tech textile. 
Squared photo onto plexiglass and white graphic 
pass-partout. Engraved names and date optional.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather or 
high-tech textile. White page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

5:2

Chicago 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Chicago 7
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Chicago 3 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Chicago 5
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Chicago 11
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Chicago 9
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Chicago 2
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric, 
engraved names

Chicago 8
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance, engraved 
names

Chicago 4 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric, 
engraved names

Chicago 6
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance, engraved 
names

Chicago 12
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names

Chicago 10
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names



Seattle  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer 
material front cover, plain matt white appearance, 
spine and back in ecoleather or high-tech textile. 
Squared photo onto plexiglass and white graphic 
pass-partout. Engraved names and date optional.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather or 
high-tech textile. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Seattle 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Seattle 7
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Seattle 3 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Seattle 5
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Seattle 11
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Seattle 9
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Seattle 2
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric, 
engraved names

Seattle 8
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance, engraved 
names

Seattle 4 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric,
engraved names

Seattle 6
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance, engraved 
names

Seattle 12
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names

Seattle 10
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names



Atlanta  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer 
material front cover, plain burnished steel 
appearance, spine and back in ecoleather and 
high-tech textile, squared photo laminated onto 
plexiglass and white graphic pass-partout.
Engraved names and date optional.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather and 
high-tech textile. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Atlanta 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Atlanta 7
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Atlanta 3 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Atlanta 5
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Atlanta 11
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Atlanta 9
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Atlanta 2
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric, 
engraved names

Atlanta 8
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance, 
engraved names

Atlanta 4 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric, 
engraved names

Atlanta 6
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance,  engraved
names

Atlanta 12
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names

Atlanta 10
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names



FamilyAlbum

Charlotte  Next  Album Epoca Collection

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material front cover, 
silver brushed steel appearance, spine and back in ecoleather 
or in high-tech textile. Squared photo onto plexiglass and white 
graphic pass-partout. Engraved names and date optional.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather or in high-tech textile. 
White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Charlotte 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Charlotte 7
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Charlotte 3 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Charlotte 5
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Charlotte 11
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Charlotte 9
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Charlotte 2
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric, 
engraved names

Charlotte 8
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance, 
engraved names

Charlotte 4 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric, 
engraved names

Charlotte 6
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance, engraved
names

Charlotte 12
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names

Charlotte 10
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance, engraved names



Miami  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer 
material front cover, plain black bark appearance, 
spine and back in ecoleather, open grain opaque 
appearance. Squared photo onto plexiglass and 
white graphic pass-partout. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather, open 
grain opaque appearance. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Miami 2
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Miami 1
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Orleans  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
and plexiglass front cover, plain matt black appearance, 
spine and back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Big squared photo onto plexiglass and white graphic 
pass-partout. Matched bookmark. Optional gilding 
page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Orleans 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Orleans 4
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Orleans 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Orleans 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Orleans 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Orleans 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Lyon  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
and plexiglass front cover, plain matt white appearance, 
spine and back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Big squared photo onto plexiglass and white graphic 
pass-partout. Matched bookmark.
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Lyon 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Lyon 4
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Lyon 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Lyon 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Lyon 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Lyon 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Bordeaux  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material  
and plexilass front cover, plain burnished steel 
appearance, spine and back in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. Big squared photo onto plexiglass and 
white graphic pass-partout. Matched bookmark.
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Bordeaux 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Bordeaux 4
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Bordeaux 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Bordeaux 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Bordeaux 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Bordeaux 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Toulouse  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
and plexiglass front cover, plain silver satined steel 
appearance, spine and back in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. Big squared photo onto plexiglass and 
white graphic pass-partout. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Toulouse 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Toulouse 4
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Toulouse 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Toulouse 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Toulouse 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Toulouse 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Marseille  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
and plexiglass front cover, plain black bark apparance, 
spine and back in ecoleather opaque open pore 
appearance. Big squared photo onto plexiglass and 
white graphic pass-partout. Matched bookmark.
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather opaque 
open pore appearance. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Marseille 2
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Marseille 1
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Hamburg  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer 
material front cover, plain matt black appearance, 
spine and back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on squared plaque 
burnished steel apparance.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile 
or ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Hamburg 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Hamburg 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Hamburg 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Hamburg 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Hamburg 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Hamburg 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on plaque,
burnished steel appearance,
constant for all the different 
matched materials



Hannover  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain matt white appearance, spine and 
back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on squared plaque 
burnished steel apparance.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Hannover 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Hannover 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Hannover 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Hannover 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Hannover 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Hannover 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on plaque,
burnished steel appearance,
constant for all the different 
matched materials



Dresden  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain burnished steel appearance spine 
and back in high-tech textile or ecoleather. 
Engraved names and date on squared mirror plaque.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous over in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Dresden 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Dresden 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Dresden 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Dresden 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Dresden 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Dresden 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on 
plaque, mirror steel 
appearance, constant 
for all the different 
matched materials



Berlin  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain satined steel appearance, spine and 
back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on squared mirror plaque.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Berlin 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Berlin 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Berlin 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Berlin 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Berlin 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Berlin 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on 
plaque, mirror steel 
appearance, constant 
for all the different 
matched materials



Frankfurt  Next  Album Epoca Collection

A8 G8 C6 naked nero Frankfurt 

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain black bark appearance, spine and 
back in ecoleather opaque open pore appearance. 
Engraved names and date on squared plaque 
burnished steel apparance.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather opaque 
open pore appearance. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Frankfurt 2
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Frankfurt 1
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on plaque,
burnished steel appearance,
constant for all the different 
matched materials



Mumbai  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain matt black appearance, spine and 
back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on squared plaque 
burnished steel apparance.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Mumbai 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Mumbai 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Mumbai 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Mumbai 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Mumbai 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Mumbai 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on plaque,
burnished steel appearance,
constant for all the different 
matched materials



Istanbul  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain matt white appaerance, spine and 
back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on squared plaque 
burnished steel apparance.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Istanbul 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Istanbul 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Istanbul 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Istanbul 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Istanbul 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Istanbul 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on plaque,
burnished steel appearance,
constant for all the different 
matched materials



Karachi  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain burnished steel appearance, spine 
and back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on rectangular mirror plaque.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Karachi 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Karachi 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Karachi 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Karachi 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Karachi 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Karachi 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on 
plaque, mirror steel 
appearance, constant 
for all the different 
matched materials



Moscow  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain silver satinated steel appearance, 
spine and back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on rectangular mirror plaque. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Moscow 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Moscow 4
Black
Coated fabric, small 
polka dots decoration 
appearance

Moscow 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Moscow 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Moscow 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Moscow 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open 
pore appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on 
plaque, mirror steel 
appearance, constant 
for all the different 
matched materials



Los Angeles  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain black bark appearance, spine and 
back in ecoleather opaque open pore appearance.
Engraved names on rectangular plaque.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather.
White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Los Angeles 2
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Los Angeles 1
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Plaque
Engraved names on plaque,
burnished steel appearance,
constant for all the different 
matched materials



Manchester  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain matt black appearance, spine and 
back in high-tech textile or ecoleather. 
Engraved names on front cover.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Manchester 1
Inox
Printed twill brush 
fabric

Manchester 4
Black
Coated fabric, 
small polka 
dots decoration 
appearance

Manchester 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush 
fabric

Manchester 3
Black
Coated fabric,
asphalt 
appearance

Manchester 6
Black
Ecoleather, 
opaque open pore 
appearance

Manchester 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, 
opaque open pore 
appearance



Liverpool  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain matt white appearance, spine and 
back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on front cover. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Liverpool 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Liverpool 4
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Liverpool 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Liverpool 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Liverpool 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Liverpool 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Newcastle  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer 
material front cover, plain burnished steel 
appearance, spine and back in high-tech textile or 
ecoleather. Names and date engraved on the front.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile 
or ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Newcastle 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Newcastle 4
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Newcastle 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Newcastle 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Newcastle 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Newcastle 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



Bristol  Next  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover, multi-layer material 
front cover, plain silver satined steel appearance spine 
and back in high-tech textile or ecoleather.
Engraved names and date on front cover.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in high-tech textile
or ecoleather. White page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Bristol 1
Inox
Printed twill brush fabric

Bristol 4
Black
Coated fabric, small polka dots 
decoration appearance

Bristol 2 
Silver
Printed twill brush fabric

Bristol 3
Black
Coated fabric, asphalt 
appearance

Bristol 6
Black
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance

Bristol 5
Ivory
Ecoleather, opaque open pore 
appearance



WeddingAlbum Cover Collection

Evolution 



Wedding Concept Tokyo 5:2)



Vienna  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: composition back cover and continuos (5:2), 
imitation ponyskin finish leather, metal frame and initials with 
photo laminated onto plexiglass.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in imitation ponyskin finish 
leather only, white page edges.



4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Vienna 1 
black 
imitation ponyskin finish leather
metal frame and 
initials in polished silver

Vienna 2
blue 
imitation ponyskin finish leather
metal frame and 
initials in polished silver



Stockholm  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition back cover, imitation 
ponyskin finish leather, metal frame, photo 
laminated onto plexiglass. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in imitation 
ponyskin finish leather only, white page edges.



1:1

Stockholm 1 
black 
imitation ponyskin finish leather
metal frame in polished silver

Stockholm 2 
blue 
imitation ponyskin finish leather
metal frame in polished silver



Shanghai  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in sequin 
fabric, metal frame, photo laminated onto 
plexiglass. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in sequin 
fabric only, white page edges.



1:1

2:3 ) 3:4

Shanghai 1 
matte silver sequin fabric
metal frame in satin silver

Shanghai 2 
copper sequin fabric
metal frame in copper



Tokyo  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in sequin fabric, 
option of names engraved on metal band, photo 
laminated onto plexiglass. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in sequin  
fabric only, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Tokyo 1
matte silver sequin fabric
metal band in satin silver

Tokyo 3 
matte silver sequin fabric
metal band in satin silver
engraved names

Tokyo 2
copper sequin fabric
metal band in copper

Tokyo 4
copper sequin fabric
metal band in copper
engraved names



Newport  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in checkered 
ecoleather, metal band with option of engraved  
names, photo laminated onto plexiglass.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in checkered 
ecoleather only, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Newport 1 
anthracite checkered 
ecoleather
metal band in satin silver

Newport 2 
anthracite 
checkered ecoleather
metal band in satin silver
engraved names



Halifax  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover
in checkered ecoleather, option of steel initials.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in checkered 
ecoleather only, white page edges.



5:2

1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Halifax 1 
anthracite checkered 
ecoleather

Halifax 2
anthracite checkered 
ecoleather, steel initials
aligned at the bottom 
center



Singapore  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in glitter 
fabric, double satin ribbon, photo laminated  
onto plexiglass. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in glitter 
fabric only, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Singapore 1
black glitter fabric
ribbons in pearl gray  
and white satin

Singapore 2 
silver glitter fabric
ribbons in pearl gray 
and white satin



Kuala Lumpur  Evolution  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in glitter fabric. 
Option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in glitter fabric 
only, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Kuala Lumpur 1
black glitter fabric

Kuala Lumpur 3
black glitter fabric
steel initials

Kuala Lumpur 2 
silver glitter fabric

Kuala Lumpur 4
silver glitter fabric
steel initials



Tradition 

WeddingAlbum Cover Collection



Wedding Concept London 2:3



Dublin  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in reptile print 
ecoleather, photo laminated onto plexiglass, 
metal band, option of engraved names.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in reptile print 
ecoleather only, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Dublin 1 
brown 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band in copper

Dublin 3
brown 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band in copper
engraved names 

Dublin 2
black 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band in polished silver

Dublin 4
black 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band in polished silver
engraved names



Belfast  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum
WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in reptile print 
ecoleather. Option of steel initials. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in reptile print 
ecoleather only, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

5:2

2:3 ) 3:4

Belfast 1 
brown 
reptile print ecoleather

Belfast 3
brown 
reptile print ecoleather
steel initials aligned
at the bottom center

Belfast 2
navy blue 
reptile print ecoleather

Belfast 4
navy blue 
reptile print ecoleather
steel initials aligned
at the bottom center



Santiago  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in lizard print 
ecoleather, metal frame photo laminated onto 
plexiglass. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather 
only, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Santiago 3 
gold lizard 
print ecoleather
metal frame in gold
 

Santiago 4 
anthracite lizard 
print ecoleather
metal frame in satin silver



Lima  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in lizard print 
ecoleather, option of steel initials. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather only, 
white page edges.



1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Lima 1 
gold lizard 
print ecoleather

Lima 2 
anthracite lizard 
print ecoleather

Lima 3 
gold lizard 
print ecoleather
steel initials aligned
at the bottom center

Lima 4 
anthracite lizard 
print ecoleather
steel initials aligned
at the bottom center



Bellagio  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather 
or ecoleather with photo. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather only with photo, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Bellagio 1 
spine/back
brown stained
ecoleather

Bellagio 2 
spine/back
red ecoleather

Bellagio 3
spine/back
brown ‘stonewashed’ leather



Genova  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather 
or leather with photo. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather or 
leather with photo, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Genova 1
spine/back 
blue 
‘stonewashed’ leather

Genova 2
spine/back 
brown ecoleather

Genova 3 
spine/back 
white ecoleather

Genova 4
spine/back 
black ecoleather

Genova 5
spine/back 
blue ecoleather

Genova 6
spine/back 
silver ecoleather

Genova 7
spine/back 
gold ecoleather

Genova 8
spine/back 
amaranth ecoleather



Como  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather 
or ecoleather with photo. Matched bookmark.
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather  
or ecoleather with photo, white page edges.



1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Como 1
spine/back 
black leather

Como 2
spine/back
brown leather

Como 3
spine/back 
gloss cherry leather

Como 4
spine/back 
gloss brown leather

Como 5
spine/back 
red leather



Tropea  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition front cover in écru 
canvas and ostrich print full grain leather with 
photo, option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition front cover in écru 
canvas and ostrich print full grain leather, white 
page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Tropea 1
front
écru canvas and 
brown ostrich print  
full grain leather
spine/back
brown ostrich print  
full grain leather

Tropea 4
front 
écru canvas and 
brown ostrich print 
full grain leather
steel initials
spine/back
brown ostrich print 
full grain leather



Ischia  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition front cover  
in écru canvas and ostrich print full grain 
leather, option of steel initials.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page 
edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition front cover  
in écru canvas and ostrich print full grain 
leather, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Ischia 1
front
écru canvas and 
brown ostrich print  
full grain leather
spine/back
brown ostrich print  
full grain leather

Ischia 2
front 
écru canvas and 
brown ostrich print 
full grain leather,
steel initials aligned
in the center of the
album
spine/back
brown ostrich print 
full grain leather



London  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather with 
photo, option of steel initials. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather only, 
white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

London 1 
black leather

London 4 
black leather
steel initials

London 2 
brown leather

London 5 
brown leather
steel initials

London 3 
red leather

London 6 
red leather
steel initials



Sydney  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, with photo, option of steel initials. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Sydney 1 
red ecoleather

Sydney 3
red ecoleather
steel initials

Sydney 2 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather

Sydney 4 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
steel initials



Siena  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition cover in linen 
and leather, with photo, option of steel initials. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition cover in linen and 
leather, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Siena 1 
front/back
gray linen
spine
gloss cherry leather

Siena 5
front/back
gray linen
steel initials
spine
gloss cherry leather

Siena 2
front/back
brown linen
spine
gloss brown leather

Siena 6
front/back
brown linen
steel initials
spine
gloss brown leather



Avignon  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition cover in leather  
and woven print leather, decorated with photo,  
option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition cover in leather  
and woven print leather only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Avignon 1 
front/back
brown leather
spine
brown woven 
print leather

Avignon 3
front/back
brown leather
steel initials
spine
brown woven 
print leather

Avignon 2 
front/back
black leather
spine
black woven 
print leather

Avignon 4
front/back
black leather
steel initials
spine
black woven 
print leather



Milano  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in woven print 
leather, option of steel initials.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in woven print 
leather only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Milano 1 
black 
woven print leather

Milano 4
black 
woven print leather
steel initials

Milano 2 
brown 
woven print leather

Milano 5 
brown 
woven print leather
steel initials



Murano  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in damask print 
leather, option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in damask print 
leather only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Murano 1
black 
damask print leather

Murano 8
black 
damask print leather
steel initials

Murano 2
cream 
damask print leather

Murano 9
cream 
damask print leather
steel initials

Murano 3
bronze 
damask print leather

Murano 10
bronze 
damask print leather
steel initials

Murano 7 
anthracite 
damask print leather

Murano 11
anthracite 
damask print leather
steel initials



Napoli  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather decorated with corners or Greek fret 
debossed print, option of steel initials. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather or 
leather only without debossed print, white page 
edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Napoli 1
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather 

Napoli 2
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather
steel initials 

Napoli 3
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather
corners debossed print

Napoli 4
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather
Greek fret debossed print 

Napoli 5
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather
corners debossed print
steel initials 

Napoli 6
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 7 
brown ecoleather

Napoli 8
brown ecoleather
steel initials

Napoli 9
brown ecoleather
corners debossed print

Napoli 10
brown ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print

Napoli 11
brown ecoleather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 12
brown ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 13 
white ecoleather

Napoli 14
white ecoleather
steel initials

Napoli 15
white ecoleather
corners debossed print

Napoli 16
white ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print

Napoli 17
white ecoleather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 18
white ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 19
black ecoleather

Napoli 20
black ecoleather
steel initials

Napoli 21
black ecoleather
corners debossed print

Napoli 22
black ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print

Napoli 23
black ecoleather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 24
black ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 25
blue ecoleather

Napoli 26
blue ecoleather
steel initials

Napoli 27
blue ecoleather
corners debossed print

Napoli 28
blue ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print

Napoli 29
blue ecoleather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 30
blue ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 31
amaranth ecoleather

Napoli 32
amaranth ecoleather
steel initials

Napoli 33
amaranth ecoleather
corners debossed print

Napoli 34
amaranth ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print

Napoli 35
amaranth ecoleather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Napoli 36
amaranth ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials



Pisa  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, decorated with corners or Greek fret 
debossed print, option of steel initials.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather or 
leather only without decorations.
White page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4
1:1

4:3

Pisa 1 
brown stained ecoleather

Pisa 10
brown stained ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print

Pisa 13 
brown stained ecoleather
corners debossed print

Pisa 16 
brown stained ecoleather
steel initials

Pisa 19 
brown stained ecoleather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Pisa 22 
brown stained ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials

Pisa 2 
red ecoleather

Pisa 11 
red ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print

Pisa 14 
red ecoleather
corners debossed print

Pisa 17 
red ecoleather
steel initials

Pisa 20 
red ecoleather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Pisa 23 
red ecoleather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials

Pisa 3 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather

Pisa 12 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
Greek fret debossed print

Pisa 15 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
corners debossed print

Pisa 18 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
steel initials

Pisa 21 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
corners debossed print
steel initials

Pisa 24 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
Greek fret debossed print
steel initials



Lucca  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather 
decorated with seal debossed print or debossed 
name and date print option. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather without 
decorations, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Lucca 1 
black leather
seal debossed print

 Lucca 7 
black leather
debossed names print
 

Lucca 2 
brown leather
seal debossed print

 Lucca 8
brown leather
debossed names print

Lucca 3 
red leather
seal debossed print
 
Lucca 9 
red leather
debossed names print



Sorrento  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, decorated with seal debossed print or 
debossed names and date print option. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, without decorations. 
White page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Sorrento 1 
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather
seal debossed print

Sorrento 13 
blue ‘stonewashed’ leather
debossed name print

Sorrento 14 
brown ecoleather
debossed name print

Sorrento 15 
white ecoleather
debossed name print

Sorrento 16 
black ecoleather
debossed name print

Sorrento 17
blue ecoleather
debossed name print

Sorrento 18 
amaranth ecoleather
debossed name print

Sorrento 9 
blue ecoleather
seal debossed print

Sorrento 11 
amaranth ecoleather
seal debossed print

Sorrento 3
brown ecoleather
seal debossed print

Sorrento 5 
white ecoleather
seal debossed print

Sorrento 7
black ecoleather
seal debossed print



Savona  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, decorated with seal debossed print or 
debossed names and date print option. 
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather or 
leather only without decorations, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Savona 1 
brown stained ecoleather
seal debossed print
 

Savona 7 
brown stained leather
debossed names print
 

Savona 3
red ecoleather
seal debossed print
 

Savona 8
red ecoleather
debossed names print
 

Savona 5 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
seal debossed print
 Savona 9 
brown 
‘stonewashed’ leather
debossed names print



Firenze  Tradition  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather 
decorated with Greek fret or corners debossed 
print, option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather only 
without decorations, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Firenze 3 
red leather

Firenze 12
red leather
Greek fret 
debossed print

Firenze 15
red leather
corners 
debossed print

Firenze 18
red leather
steel initials

Firenze 21
red leather
corners 
debossed print
steel initials

Firenze 24
red leather
Greek fret 
debossed print
steel initials

Firenze 1
black leather

Firenze 10
black leather
Greek fret 
debossed print

Firenze 13
black leather
corners 
debossed print

Firenze 16
black leather
steel initials

Firenze 19
black leather
corners 
debossed print
steel initials

Firenze 22
black leather
Greek fret 
debossed print
steel initials

Firenze 2
brown leather

Firenze 11
brown leather
Greek fret 
debossed print

Firenze 14
brown leather
corners 
debossed print

Firenze 17
brown leather
steel initials

Firenze 20
brown leather
corners 
debossed print
steel initials

Firenze 23
brown leather
Greek fret 
debossed print
steel initials



WeddingAlbum Cover Collection

Retrò



Wedding Concept Sanremo 1:1)



Sanremo  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in fabric  
with roses in relief, metal frame with photo  
laminated onto plexiglass. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in fabric  
with roses in relief only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Sanremo 1
white fabric 
with roses in relief
metal frame  
in polished silver

Sanremo 2
cream fabric  
with roses in relief 
metal frame 
in gold

Sanremo 3
pearl gray fabric 
with roses in relief 
metal frame 
in polished silver

Sanremo 4
black fabric 
with roses in relief 
metal frame  
in polished silver



Alassio  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in fabric  
with roses in relief. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in fabric  
with roses in relief only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Alassio 1
white fabric 
with roses in relief
 

Alassio 2
cream fabric  
with roses in relief 
 

Alassio 3
pearl gray fabric 
with roses in relief 
 

Alassio 4
black fabric 
with roses in relief 
 



Valencia  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition cover in moiré 
fabric and leather, photo plain.
Option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition cover in moiré  
fabric and leather spine, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4 2.3 ) 3:4

1:1 1:1

Valencia 5 
front/back 
white moiré fabric
photo
spine 
milk white 
full grain leather

Valencia 9
front/back
white moiré fabric
photo
steel initials
spine 
milk white 
full grain leather

Valencia 7
front/back 
brown moiré fabric
photo
spine 
brown leather

Valencia 10 
front/back
brown moiré fabric
photo
steel initials
spine 
brown leather



Grenoble  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition cover in silk shantung, 
spine and ribbon in milk white full grain leather, 
photo plain. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition cover in silk shantung, 
spine and ribbon in milk white full grain leather, 
white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

2.3 ) 3:4

1:1

Grenoble 3
front/back
white silk shantung
photo
spine
milk white 
full grain leather

Grenoble 4
front/back
gray silk shantung
photo
spine
milk white 
full grain leather



Cannes  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition cover in silk shantung, 
spine and ribbon in milk white full grain leather, 
option of steel initials. Matched bookmark.
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition cover in silk shantung, 
spine and ribbon in milk white full grain leather, 
white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Cannes 1 
front/back 
white silk shantung
spine
milk white 
full grain leather

Cannes 3
front/back 
white silk shantung
steel initials
spine
milk white 
full grain leather

Cannes 2
front/back 
gray silk shantung
spine
milk white 
full grain leather

Cannes 4
front/back
gray silk shantung
steel initials
spine
milk white 
full grain leather



Capri  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous or composition cover 
in full grain leather, option of engraved initials 
or names on metal band. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous or composition cover in 
full grain leather, without decorations, white page 
edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Capri 3 
continuous cover 
milk white 
full grain leather

Capri 6 
continuous cover
milk white 
full grain leather
steel initials

Capri 9
composition cover
front/back
milk white 
full grain leather
metal band
engraved names
spine 
milk white 
full grain leather



Positano  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous or composition 
cover in ecoleather, option of metal band 
with engraved names. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous or composition 
cover in ecoleather, without decoration, 
white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Positano 1 
composition cover
front/back
gold ecoleather
spine 
white ecoleather

Positano 4 
composition cover 
front/back
gold ecoleather
metal band
engraved names
spine 
white ecoleather

Positano 2 
composition cover
front/back
silver ecoleather
spine 
white ecoleather

Positano 5 
composition cover
front/back
silver ecoleather
metal band
engraved names
spine 
white ecoleather

Positano 3 
continuous cover 
white ecoleather

Positano 6 
front/back/spine
composition cover 
white ecoleather
metal band
engraved names



Prague  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition cover with front 
in two-tone satin, ribbon decoration with 
bow, Swarovski initials on front. 
Option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: composition cover with front 
in two-tone satin only, ribbon decoration with 
bow, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Prague 1 
ivory and silver satin
Swarovski crystal color 
embellishment

Prague 4 
ivory and silver satin
Swarovski crystal color
embellishment
steel initials

Prague 2
brown and powder 
pink satin
tinted Swarovski 
embellishment

Prague 5 
brown and powder 
pink satin
tinted Swarovski 
embellishment
steel initials



Helsinki  Retrò  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition front cover 
in mink ecofur, satin band with Swarovski 
embellishment. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover  
in mink ecofur, without decorations,  
white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

Helsinki 1 
white mink ecofur
white satin band
Swarovski crystal color 
embellishment

Helsinki 2 
black mink ecofur
black satin band
tinted Swarovski 
embellishment



Contemporary

WeddingAlbum Cover Collection



Wedding Concept Las Vegas 4:3)



Bremen  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: cover with composition back and 
continuous front (5:2), in reptile print ecoleather, 
photo laminated onto plexiglass, metal band with 
option of engraved names. Matched bookmark.  
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in reptile print 
ecoleather only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

5:2

Bremen 1 
white and silver 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band 
in polished silver

Bremen 2 
white and silver 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band 
in polished silver
engraved names

Bremen 3 
ochre and gold 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band 
in gold 

Bremen 4 
ochre and gold 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band 
in gold 
engraved names

Bremen 5 
black and silver 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band 
in satin silver

Bremen 6
black and silver 
reptile print ecoleather
metal band 
in satin silver
engraved names



Bonn  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: cover with composition back and 
continuous front (5:2), in reptile print ecoleather, 
option of steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in reptile print 
ecoleather only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

5:2

Bonn 1
white and silver 
reptile print ecoleather

 

Bonn 2 
ochre and gold 
reptile print ecoleather
 

Bonn 3 
black and silver 
reptile print ecoleather
 

Bonn 4
white and silver 
reptile print ecoleather,
steel initials aligned
at the bottom center

 

Bonn 5 
ochre and gold 
reptile print ecoleather,
steel initials aligned
at the bottom center
 

Bonn 6 
black and silver 
reptile print ecoleather,
steel initials aligned
at the bottom center
 



Las Vegas  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, photo laminated onto plexiglass.
Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, photo laminated onto plexiglass, 
white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Las Vegas 1
spine/back
black 
glossy 
ecoleather

Las Vegas 2
spine/back
white 
varnished 
ecoleather

Las Vegas 20
spine/back
black woven 
print leather

Las Vegas 21
spine/back 
brown woven 
print leather

Las Vegas 11
spine/back
red ecoleather

Las Vegas 10
spine/back
amaranth 
ecoleather

Las Vegas 4
spine/back
brown ‘stone-wa-
shed’ leather

Las Vegas 18
spine/back
black leather

Las Vegas 19
spine/back
brown leather

Las Vegas 15
spine/back
gloss 
cherry leather

Las Vegas 16 
spine/back
gloss 
brown leather

Las Vegas 17 
spine/back 
red leather

Las Vegas 5
spine/back
blue ‘stone- 
washed’ leather

Las Vegas 6
spine/back
brown ecoleather

Las Vegas 7
spine/back
white ecoleather

Las Vegas 8 
spine/back
black 
matte
ecoleather

Las Vegas 9
spine/back
blue ecoleather

Las Vegas 12
spine/back
silver ecoleather

Las Vegas 13
spine/back
gold ecoleather

Las Vegas 14
spine/back
brown  
stained ecoleather



Atlantic City  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in leather,  
photo laminated onto plexiglass.
Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in leather or 
ecoleather, photo laminated onto plexiglass, 
white page edges.



1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Atlantic City 1
spine/back
brown 
ostrich print 
full grain leather

Atlantic City 4
spine/back 
black 
damask print leather

Atlantic City 7
spine/back
gray 
damask print leather

Atlantic City 5
spine/back
cream 
damask print leather

Atlantic City 6
spine/back
bronze 
damask print leather



Deauville  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather 
with photo, option of steel initials.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecoleather 
only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4
1:1

4:3

Deauville 1
black ecoleather

Deauville 2
black ecoleather
steel initials



Orsay  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in black ecoleather,
photo laminated onto plexiglass with frame, option of 
steel initials. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in black ecoleather 
only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Orsay 1
black ecoleather
photo laminated  
onto plexiglass
metal frame  
in polished silver

Orsay 2
black ecoleather
photo laminated  
onto plexiglass
metal frame  
in polished silver
steel initials



Edinburgh  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in ecological 
Alcantara with photo. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecological 
Alcantara only, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Edinburgh 1
front/back
black 
ecological Alcantara

Edinburgh 3
front/back 
white 
ecological Alcantara



FamilyAlbum

Odessa  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection WeddingAlbum: composition front cover in 
ecological Alcantara with photo and steel 
initials option. Matched bookmark. 
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in ecological  
Alcantara only, without decorations, white 
page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Odessa 1 
front/back
black ecological 
Alcantara

Odessa 5 
front/back
black ecological 
Alcantara
steel initials
 

Odessa 3 
front/back
white ecological 
Alcantara

Odessa 6 
front/back
white ecological 
Alcantara
steel initials
 



Sankt Peterburg  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: composition front cover  
in satin with photo, option of Swarovski  
embellishment. Matched bookmark.
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in satin only, 
without decorations, white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Sankt Peterburg 1
black satin

Sankt Peterburg 2 
black satin
Swarovski crystal color 
embellishment

Sankt Peterburg 4
white satin

Sankt Peterburg 5
white satin
Swarovski crystal color 
embellishment



Paris  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover  
in satin with photo. Matched bookmark.  
Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in satin only, 
white page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Paris 1 
black satin

Paris 3 
white satin



Strasbourg  Contemporary  Album Epoca Collection

FamilyAlbum

WeddingAlbum: continuous cover in satin with 
photo, option of steel initials.
Matched bookmark. Optional gilding page edges.

FamilyAlbum: continuous cover in satin only, 
without decorations, white page edges.



1:1

2:3 ) 3:4

4:3

Strasbourg 1 
black satin

Strasbourg 5 
black satin
steel initials

Strasbourg 2 
white satin

Strasbourg 6 
white satin
steel initials





Album Epoca 
Other events products



Event Album





Soho  Event Album    Album Continuous cover in ecoleather, 
napa appearance. Squared photo 
and white graphic pass-partout, 
debossed names optional. 
White page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Soho 1
Blue indigo
Ecoleather napa appearance

Soho 3
Fuchsia
Ecoleather napa appearance

Soho 2
Blue indigo
Ecoleather napa appearance.
debossed names

Soho 4
Fuchsia
Ecoleather napa appearance.
debossed names

Soho 5
White
Ecoleather napa appearance

Soho 6
White
Ecoleather napa appearance.
debossed names



Piccadilly  Event Album   Album Plain continuous cover, print 
grain leather, debossed 
names optional. 
White page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Piccadilly 1
White
Print grain leather

Piccadilly 3
Red
Print grain leather

Piccadilly 5
Blue
Print grain leather

Piccadilly 2
White
Print grain leather,
debossed names

Piccadilly 4
Red
Print grain leather,
debossed names

Piccadilly 6
Blue
Print grain leather,
debossed names



Glacé  Event Album   Album Continuous cover in varnished  
ecoleather decorated with photo.
White page edges.



1:1

4:3

2:3 ) 3:4

Glacé 1
white glossy ecoleather

Glacé 2
pink glossy ecoleather

Glacé 3
light blue glossy ecoleather



Bon Bon  Event Album   Album Continuous cover in varnished  
ecoleather decorated with photo.
White page edges.



2:3 ) 3:4

1:1

4:3

Bon Bon 1
spine/back
white glossy ecoleather

Bon Bon 2
spine/back
pink glossy ecoleather

Bon Bon 3
spine/back
light blue glossy ecoleather
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T

Tokio Evolution
Toledo Pure
Toulouse Next
Tropea Tradition

90
28
50
116

V

Valencia Retrò 
Vienna  Evolution

150
84
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UK: 08082349612 (free)
customercare_uk@albumepoca.com

EIRE: 1800553950 (free)
customercare_ie@albumepoca.com

CAN: 1-800-387-2288
customercare_ca@albumepoca.com 
(Artistic Album Design)

USA: 888-99-ALBUM (888-992-5286 );
Skype: Album Epoca USA 
customercare_us@albumepoca.com

SPA: 900 993 922 (free)
customercare_es@albumepoca.com

ITA: 0039 0541 609902 
customercare_it@albumepoca.com

AL: 00355 44 31 12 75
eltkor@ejalbum.com 
(EJ ALBUM)

SLO: 0039 0541 609198 
customercare_si@albumepoca.com

IN: +91 22 2806 48 38; cell. +91 9820 94 83 83
Skype: epoca.india
customercare_in@albumepoca.com
(Photo Granth Pvt. Ltd)
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